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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this practicum was to apply a

combination of approaches to the practice of fanily

therapy. The four approaches utilized when intervening

with the families were ecological, structural, sbrategic

and. fa¡nily developrnental Iife cycle approach. Eight

families were seen with widely varying demographic

charaeteristics, at various stagies of the family life

cycle. The evaluation measure utilized was the Family

concern Form administered pre- and post-intervention

which ind.icated increased satisfaction with farnily

functioning following the intervention. The combination

of approaches provid.ed a sound basis for assessment and

intervention and facilitated skill development.
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CHAPTER I

TNTRODUCTION

The purpose of this practicum was not only to develop

clinical skill- in family therapy but to achieve an

understanding of theory in its application to assessnent

and intervention with fanilies. The theories examined

here incLude: ecologicaL, sLructural, strategic and

family life cycle.

Discussed in considerable detail in Chapter Two, the

ecological approach goes beyond the context of the fanrily

to consider the outside systems which interface with the

far¡iIy. The openness of this approach in exploring

external systens as well as the internal- family system

Iend.s itself to revealing many possibilities for

intervention' one of which is family therapy.

The structural approach also views the individual and

his,/her problem within a social context, rather than

viewing the problem as being inherent within the

individual. Assessment of the family's organization on

the dimensions of hierarchy and distance are integral

components of this approach. When family members are

unable to negotiate their roles and functions as

circumstances demand both inside and outside the family'

then they are assessed as dysfunctional.
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The focus of strategic theory is not on family

structure or the family system per se but rather on the

lvays the family has developed to handle the problems

inherent in everyday tife. Strategic therapy is based on

the premise that families perpetuate their problems by

the means they employ to remedy them.

Therapeutic change is directed at this ineffective

solution in the form of interrupting or blocking the

pattern of behavior that perpetuates the problem.

The family life cycle model postulates that all

families in the course of their development face certain

major events which entail different tasks. The

completion of these tasks enables the fanily to better

meet the needs of its members. The timing of the various

events or stages of the life cycl-e is important as the

family experiences disorganization and has to adjust to

changes. Difficulties arise when the developmental tasks

of one stage are not successfully completed before moving

on to the next stage.

After an examination of the theories applicable to

the practice of fanily therapy, I sought an appropriate

setting to further enhance rny clinical ski11s.
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Children's Home of Winnipeg had recently set up a family

therapy program and I was fortunate to be able to

participat,e in the farnily therapy training group which

began in September, 1983. The course of the practicum

was January until June 1984. Supervision was provided on

site by Shar Reid and Vicki Harrison and overall

supervision and case consultation by ny advisor Dr.

Kathryn McCannell. A further description of the

practicum experience including setting, clients and case

examples is found in Chapter Three.

The final section of the practicum report provides a

discussion on t,he evaluation instruments and procedures,

considering their reliability, validity and linitations.

The farnilies rated themselves on a five-point seale of

satisfaction in various areas of family functioning. A

comparison is made of the pre- and post-intervention

scores, which can be found. in Chapter Four.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

This Iiterature review is devoted to discussing four

different approaches - the ecological approaeh, and the

structural, strategic and life cycle models. These

approaches provided a theoretical framework from which I

could practice fanily therapy. The ecological approach

utilizes a style of thinking and a way of operating that

Eoes beyond the context of the family to consider the

outside systems which interface with the fanily. It will

be discussed here first, along with several issues

considered pertinent to this practicum, which included

families from various cultural backgrounds and the core

area of Winnipeg.

The Ecologieal Approach

The ecological

other approaches by

approach distinguishes itself from

the amount of tine and effort which
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goes into the ordering of data within a seleeted

framework. Auerswald (1968) considers this the most

important step of the practice sequencer âs it is here

that the deeisíon is made regarding what data is

important and, therefore, what interventions are

attempted. The ecological approach goes beyond the

individual or the family to collect data on the broader

systems which interface with the client. Auerswal-d

(1968) illustrates this clearly in the case material he

presents where the "explorer" psychiatrist becomes

involved with helping a mother discover the whereabouts

of her runaway adolescent daughter. As part of the

process of collecting data, the psychiatrist utilizes a

systems view, obtaining information from people outside

the fanily involved with the girl (i.e. ' social worker,

teacher, guidance eounsellor, group worker) and from

inside the family ( i . e. , mother, sister, grandparents ) .

The openness of this approach in exploring external

systems as well a's the internal family system may reveal

resources or factors that would not be considered with

more traditional approaches.

It is this emphasis on context that distinguishes the
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ecological approach and renders it particularly useful

when incorporating the role of culture. Spiegel (1982),

when applying this model to ethnic familiesr views a

person's behavior in the context of the ecological niche

orr in his words, "transactional field". The

transactional field as delineated by Spiegel is composed

of six foci, namely universal, soma, psycher group,

society and culture. It is organized in a circular

fashion to demonstrate how the processes of each focus

are in transaction with the others directly preceding and

following it. The family as a "grotrp" does not exist in

isolation, rather its form and function is influenced by

the larger network of a social system called "society".

Society is composed of fanilies and other social

institutions (i.e., religious, educational, economÍc,

lega1, governmental ' recreational and voluntary) . It is

through these social institutions that society expresses

its beliefs and values regarding human existence which

can be identified as "culture".

Germain (1981) presents a comparable ecological

framework whereby the physical and social environments

are divided into layers which act on each other. she

sees the physical environment as including two layers



the "natural-" world and the "built" world as welf a.s two

textures of time and space. The social environment is

divided into various layers positioned according to their

level of social organization. Social networks of

relatíves, friends, neighbours and work associates are

seen as comprising one layer. The next layer includes

organizations and institutions providing services and

resourees on a public and private basis. The final

Iayering of the social environment consists of the value

systems of the culture, the political and economic

structures and the environment of law statutes and

policy. The textures of social space and social cycles

of time are present in the social environment. Both the

physical and the social environments interact with each

other against the backdrop of the broader cultural

context.

There are several conmonalities among the approaches

advocated by these three authors. First, each sees the

ecological perspective as providing a comprehensive frame

for assessment of person-in-family-in-environment.

Second, such a model suggests many possibilities for

intervention within the "transactional field", family

therapy being only one possible alternative. Finally'
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the approach emphasizes the irnportance of recognizing

strengths and building on these as part of the

intervention p1an.

Ethnicity and Family Therapy

The therapeutic irnplications of these approaches

would suggest that the focus of culture be a starting

point for families undergoing acculturation. As Spiegel

notes, the conflict inherent in differing cultural norms!

must be dealt with in therapy. The therapist can

acquaint her/himself with the differenees in cultures by

comparing value orientations. Spiegel (1982)' in

comparing the preferred value orientations of American'

nid.dle class, Italian and Irish fanilies, id.entified

several dimensions useful in understanding differences.

These dimensions included orientation to time,

(past,/present/future), activity, relationships, and.

interaction between nature and humans. Such a checklist

provides a helpful tool in recognizing differences when

working with families from cultures foreign to the

therapist.

The therapist needs to be aware of how his or her
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values differ from the values of non midd.le-class' non

Canadian/American families and be able to reconcile these

differences. In order to understand and accommodate

these differences, the therapist needs to be

knowledgeable of the dominant values of the client's

particular ethnic group.

Poverty and Fanily Therapy

The ecological approach also lends itself to

application with families living in poverty. The "total

field" of the problem for the therapist working with poor

families can involve other professionals and their

agencies, institutions such as welfare, the extend.ed

fanily and other community figures. Auerswald proposed

the idea of conferences for nultiproblem families; by

involving all farnily members and the professionals

working with them, services could then be coordinated

(Hoffnan, 1981). It is inportant to note, he is

proposing the family be present at such meetings unlike

the traditional "case conference".

This coordination of services for the problem poverty

family becomes more important when one recognizes the
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impact of the behavior of externaf systems on the

internal operations of the family. Janzen and Harris

(1980) state that in order to improve the functioning of

a poverty family, a change is necessary in the poverty

status as well as in the family's functioning. This

change can only come about if there are adequate external

system supports, of which agiency commitments are a part.

The problem poverty family is experiencing

limitations in the support given by external systems.

The poor family has an inadequate financial base. This

could. be due to limitations of the economic system

(unable to provide employment opportunities), the social

system (public attitudes and policy may linit provision

of an adequate level of income or services ) , the personal

system (i.e., lack of skills), or any interaction among

these three. The consequences of a family unable to

provide for itself materially are evidenced in the

diminished status and roles of its members.

External systems can exert a negative influence on

the poverty family. For example, negative attitudes held

by public agencies and workers can diminish the self

esteem of fanily members. Agency policies set up to
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provide service and support only under certain conditions

and only to specific members of the family tend to divide

families. The fanily under pressure to conforn to agency

policy may become less of a separate entity and

increasingly more dependent on the agency system. When

faced with conflicting demands from several agencies, the

family's structures or boundaries may respond by

collapsing (Hof frnan and Long' 1969) .

The extended famil-y can be a source of support

provided the members are in a more stable position'

financially and psychologically. Another possibility

involves a relationship with the extended farnily where

t,hey seek to control and direct the actions of the

poverty family and lean heavily on then for support.

This being the case, the family system is further taxed,

rather than being strengthened.

Poverty families may have lir¡ited connections with

the outside world. They may have few or no friends. The

institutions they have been in contact with (i.e. 
'

school, church, health services ) may not be readily

approached because of negative associations.
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The poverty family may be operating in relative

i-solation from the outside world and possible sources of

support, self-esteem and connectedness. Saulnier and

Rowland (1985) found an averaele network six of 10 among a

sample of 32 mothers of children at risk of out-of-home

placement. This is considerably smaller than network

sizes reported for the general population. Further' it

T^ras found that a low degree of community interaction was

associated with greater probabiÌity of placement.

Without this necessary input, the family becomes more

dependent on its members and consequently may lack the

knowledge and skill-s needed for productive interaction

with the external systems.

The negative inpact or lack of contaet with external

systems causes the poverty faurily to turn in on itself

for gratification, thus placing considerable stress on

internal family operations. The family's response to the

stress may be to develop unsatisfactory patterns which

will endure until change is made in the behavíors of

either the f amily or the externa.l- systems or both (Janzen

and Harris, 1980).

Family therapy with problem poverty fanilies may
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involve an advocacy component to change external

systems. The fanily may need help to respond

appropriately to the new information and resources nade

available to them. The therapist, by operating in the

"here-and-noÌ{", can teach the fanily new behaviors which

they can try out at the time.

The internal funetioning of problem poverty families

will be described accordíng to the following three

aspects; boundaries, rules and communications, which

relate to the family's integration, solidarity and s¡ense

of identity.

In two parent problen poverty families, Janzen and

Harris suggest that the adults are often unable to form a

strongl narital bond, which adversely affects their

relationship satisfaction as well as their ability to

support each other. Janzen and Harris describe the

relationship between the adults as being characterized by

distance, conflict and transieney (1980' p. 84).

Partner withdrawal or conflict are common reactions

to an unsatisfactory relationship. When withdrawing from

the spousal rol-e, the parental function may be given up
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as well, This can result in the adult assuming a child

position and crossing generational boundaries. I{hen

conflict escalates beyond the marital unit, a parent may

attempt to form an alliance with a child. In this \]ã¡;,t

the generational boundaries are again violated.

The child can react to this boundary breakdown by

becoming an aIIy to one parent and isolating him,/herself

from the support of the other parent. S/he may attempt

to mediate the parental differences or take on the

parental functions. Both these courses of action place

the child more in the parental generation. As a response

to an uncomfortabl-e position, the child may develop

emotional, physical or behavioral symptoms (Minuchin'

1974; Janzen and Harris, 1980).

The possibility of the child becoming a "parental

chiId" seems more likely in problem poverty fanilies

(Janzen and Harris, 1980, p. 86). The parental function

of providing clear leadership is often offset in these

fanilies by their tenuous position with the outside

world. As many of these families are single parent

families, there is a tendency to rely more on children.

This may be functional if boundaries are clearly defined
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A child may learn to behave in a responsible independent

manner, however, it is imperative that the boundary

defining the parental subsystem be demarcated in such a

way that the child is free to meet his/her developmental

needs.

These structural deficits; a lack of generational

boundaries and diminished parental leadership, are

associated with a lack of clear and consistent ru1es. In

problem poverty families, parents are often unable to set

clear and consistent limits on their children's behavior,

which results in the child's inability to learn and

internalize appropriate responsible behavior. A

sibuation develops where the presence of parents is

needed to regufate the child's behavior and neither are

allowed the time and space necessary for their own growth

and self differentiation. Goldsnith (1982) notes that a

"guilt-anger bind" may develop in response to the heavy

demands of parenting. The parent feels angry about

having to fulfill the parental roler Yet guilty about not

doing so; at the same time, a child may feel guilty

about asking and angry about not getting. Such a pattern

is particularly likely to emerge in the one-parent

family.
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When clear and consistent rules for behavior are not

enacted by parents, then communication conducive to

family stability and problem-solving is not likely to be

present. Janzen and Harris (1980) cite several patterns

of dysfunctional communication they have observed in

their work with poverty families. This includes

communication characterized by interruptions,

sinultaneous talking, topic ehanges and unclear

meanings. Messages may not be heard or responded to,

which results in a great deal of noise pertaining to

affect rather than content.

The structural and communicatíon deficits found in

the problem poverty fanily would adversely affect how the

fanily perceives itself. The development of fanily

cohesion would be impeded by the lack of problem-solving

skilIs, relationship ability and linited resources.

Rabinowitz (1969) refers to the $filtwyck study of

delinquent boys and their families noting the lack of a

sense of belonging which was observed in the ways the

families related. Family nembers seemed to distance

themselves from each other, rarely engaging in

conversation. Participation in the family and its

relationships was distinguished by a lack of a
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pleasurable aspect or positive valuing.

Intervention with problem poverty families is in most

situations aimed at the external systems as well as the

internal structure and communications of the fanily.

Thus, the value of an ecological approach in assessment

and intervention is clear.

Harry Aponte, who worked with Minuchin during his

early years as director of the Philadelphia Child

Guidance Clinic, has continued to focus on poor

families. He has developed an approach to working with

these families which combines the ecological framework

with the structural model. In his article

"Underorganization in the Poor Family", Aponte (1976)

describes the structural organization of the poor farnily

as being "deficient in the degree of constancy,

differentiation and flexibility" (Aponte, 1976' p.433).

He defines the structural issues of alignment, force and

boundary and applies them to the poor fanily. The poor

of our society are depicted as being "not effectively

integrated within their ecological set and Iacking

alignments with other units in their society to help them

achieve their social goals. They are short on the force

to exert their portion of control over the actions taken
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in their social context that affect them. They also find

themselves outside many of the operations of their

society that are meant to enrich the units within that

system" (Aponte, 7976, P.434). Thus, the poor family is

hampered in its attenpts to attain outside aidr and has

Iimited autonomy to regulate its functioning from within.

These conditions contribute to the poor family being

relegated to an inferior position in relation to the

larger society.

In another article, Aponte utilizes the

eco-structural approach with a family school problen.

The ecological context of the child is delineated clearly

as his personality, his family, the school and the

community with its sociopolitical eharacter (1976r p.

310). AII these systems are considered in the

therapeutic intervention and their significant

representatives are included in the family,/school

interview. By including the child, the family and school

staff in the interview, the therapists are able to

observe the interaction and the participants are able to

see how their relations with one another affect the

child. During the interview, the therapists construct

hypotheses related to the nature of the problem and

identify the structures of the famil-y and school that
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lead to the difficulties. The hypotheses are tested by

eonsidering each system separately and then the

relationships that exist between them. These initial

hypotheses lead to others which form the basis for the

treatment goa1s. Movement towards these goals is begun

in the interview when the therapists facilitate

lnteraction within and between the systems. At the

conclusion of the interview, tasks are Eliven which

incorporate the structural changes identified. in the

initial hypotheses and goals.

This assignment of tasks to various components of the

system, after first neeting together is similar to a

network approach described by Erickson, Rachlis and Tobin

(1974). In delíneating various nodes of network

intervention, Erickson identifies four possibilities:

network as resource grouping, network as mitigator of

nultiple agency involvement, network as curative grouping

and network as interpreter of help seeking behavior. The

network as mitigator of nultiagency involvement is

particularly applicable with problem poverty fanilies.

Before turning to a fuller discussion of the

structural approach, it is important to note that many of

these poor fanil-ies are headed by Í{omen (Statistics
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the therapist

and with the

20.

. This indicates that in many situations 
'

will be dealing with single-parent families

partieular needs of women in the life cycle.

The Structural Approach

The structural approach to family therapy as put

forth by Salvador Minuchin will be considered next. A

description of Minuchints early work can be found in the

book Families of the S1ums. This work was done at the

Wiltwyck School for Boys, a private residential treatment

centre for delinquent boys aged eight to twelve years.

The boys' families were disadvantaged and d.isorganized.

They came from minority ethnic backgrounds (Negro, Puerto

Rican) and lived in the ghettos of New York City. The

Wiltwyck Research Project was set up to explore the

structure and dynamics of these families and to study the

therapeutic techniques and int,erventions that could best

"reach" them (1976, p. 9).

The research conducted by Minuchin et aI (1967)

utilized a sanple of 22 families i 12 delinquent

producing fanilies and 10 comparable control families

without delinquents. The delinquent producing families

were seen for thirty 90-minute sessions. One result of
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this research was the delineation of two types of fanily

structure; "disengaged" and "enmeshed".

A distinguishing feature of the disengaged farnily is

the lack of connection between its members. Family

nembers are described as operating within an atomistic

fie1d, isolated within their own orbits. This lack of

contact and a slowness to respond are prevalent forms of

fanily interaction. Minuchin describes the mother in

such families as being apathetic, overwhelmed and

depressed. She is unable to assume the parental role of

guiding and controlling the children's behavior. Faced

with a non-functioning parent, a parental child will

attempt to fill the position. FaniIy members demonstrate

little involvement or interest in each other. The mother

is often isolated from the outside world and sources of

support. The fanily history rnay reveal a. lack of

stability in relationships and enployment. The social

agencies may be the family's only outside eontact to

which the mother's relationship is usually one of

passivity and dependenee.

It must be noted at this point that the structural

view of fanily dysfunction has definite overtones of

"mother blaming", and does not acknowledge the inffuence
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of sex roles on patterns of family life.

In contrast to the disengaged farnily, the enmeshed

family is characterized by the connectedness of its

members. The tight interlocking quality of the system

quickly resists any attempts by its members to bring

about change. The distinguishing feature of this

family's interaction is its immediate reactivity. The

mother's style of relating is consistently enmeshed,

however the children display a range of interactions from

inmediate responsiveness to engaged or disengaged

passivity. The familyts strategy is the continuous

engagement of its mernbers. The mother is quick to exert

her control over the children's unruly behavior which

serves to further activate their behavior. Caught in a

continuous exchange of rebellious and counterreactive

control responses power eonflicts frequently occur.

Enmeshed families are usually able to connect with

and utiLíze the resources of social agencies. However,

their perceptions of the agencies are affected by their

own powerlessness and lack of identity within the larger

society. Helping agencies are sometimes viewed as

resources to be exploited and nanipulated. PoIice and

the courts which represent authority are to be avoided.
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The enmeshed and disengaged fanily patterns are the

two extremes on the continuum of proximity and distance.

The boundaries which determine "who participates and how

in t.he family" are diffuse in enmeshed families and

overly rigid in disengaged fanilies (Minuchin, 1974, p.

53). It is the clarity of boundaries that indicates

proper farnily functioning. The structural approach sees

the family as a system functioning through the support of

four subsystemsi parental (the "executive" subsystem),

spousal, parent-child and the sibling subsystem.

Subsystem boundaries should be well-defined, enabling the

nembers to fulfill their functions without interference'

at the same time being flexible enough to allow for

contact with other subsystems. In order to parent

effectivelÍ, the parental subsystem boundary needs to be

clear but permeable enough to a1low access to the

children.

Minuehin defines fanily structure as "the invlsible

set of functional denands that organizes the ways in

which family members interact" (Minuchin' 1974' p. 51).

How the fanily operates can be seen in the repetition of

transactional patterns, which define relationships and

regulate behavior. Transactional patterns are maintained
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by two systems of constraints. The first, generic

constraints, refer to the universal rules which govern

the family orÉ,anízation. A hierarchy needs to exist in

the family giving more authority to the parents than the

children. There should be a compl-ementarity of functions

which a1lows for the husband and wife to operate both

independently and as a team. The second system of

constraints, the idiosyncratic r are the expectations and

j-ntentions of each family member' which contribute to the

explicit or implicit formation of patterns. These

patterns may continue for years after the reason for

their emerglence has been forgotten. The family system is

maintained by utilizing preferred transactional patterns

and by resisting change beyond a certain limit. A

functional family has a repertoire of alternative

patterns whieh enables it to adapt to the stresses of

internal (developmental) changes and external

(environmental) denands (Wa1sh' 1982' p. 721.

Aceording to Minuchin' the fanily is a social system

in transition. He considers the impact of changing

situations of the family and its members and the ensuing

stress of accommodating to them. This orientation leads

Minuchin to state that "many more families who enter

therapy should be seen and treated as average families in
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transitional situations suffering the pains of

accommodating to new circumstances" (1974' p. 60). The

idea of helping families and their members adapt to the

stresses of life or developmental transitions gives the

therapeutic process a sense of normalcy and

acceptability. The therapist intervening with an average

family would strive to motivabe their resources.

However, when a fanilyts reaction to stress is to become

more rigid in terrns of their boundaries and transactional

patterns, the therapist needs to play a more active role

in the family scenario. This could include entering

coalitions in order to skew the system with the

consequence of the family developing a different level of

homeostasis (Minuchin, 1974, p. 60).

The structural therapist enters the family system in

a leadership position. The fanily has usually identified

a certain member as the problem which they would like the

therapist to fix. In fanily therapyr this person is seen

only as the "symptom bearer"; the cause of the problem

is seen to be dysfunctional family transactions. During

the therapeutic process, these transactions will change

and the family system will be moved to a more complex

form of organization. The general goals devised by the

therapist and the family would be to relieve the symptom
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bearer of symptoms, to alleviate conflict and stress for

the whole faniÌy, and to learn alternative ways of coping

(Minuchin, 1981, p. 29') .

Minuchin refers to "joining" as the means by which

the therapist creates a positive therapeutic relationship

with the family members. He sees it not as a particular

technique, but rather an attitude and/or a climate which

the therapist generates. It is through effective joining

that the therapist can inspire the confidence necessary

for the family to explore and enact alternatives which

enable it to change.

The therapist can join the family from three

positions; a close position, a median positíon or a

disengaged position. fn a close position' the therapist

forms an alliance or a coalition with one or more fanily

members against the others. The therapist confirms and

supports certain members by emphasizing positions and

responding sensitively to difficult or painful areas.

I{hen joining the family from a median position, the

therapist takes on the role of neutral listener. By

actively "tracking" ( following) the fanily, the therapist

is able to obtain information and be aware of family

process. Finally, the therapist can join the family from
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the disengaged position of expert. The fanily is

directed by the therapist to enact faniliar scenarios or

to try out different transactions. The therapist

supports, avoids or ignores the family's world view

expressed in their values, nyths and communication

patterns according to whether s/he wants to reinforce the

family reality or expand their world view to allow for

flexibility and change.

Minuchin identifies three main strategies of

structural fanily therapy, each of which are implemented

through the use of several techniques. These strategies

are challenging the symptom, challenging the fanily

structure and challenging the fanily reality.

The therapist challenges the symptom by not accepting

the fanily's definition of the problem one fanily

nenber is not viewed as the problem; rather all nembers

are equally symptomatic. The symptom is conceptualized

as the family's reaction to stress. The fanily has

developed certain dysfunctional transactional patterns to

cope with their situation. By observing how the family

has organized itself around the symptom and the symptom

bearer, the therapist is able to discover the familyts

preferred responses. In order to change the nature of
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these responses and the family's d.efinition of the

probJ-em the therapist may decide to chall-enge the family

directly, being explicit and straightforward, or

indirectly, being implicit and paradoxical. The

techniques utilized to achieve the goals of reframing the

problem for the fan¡ily and compelling them to examine

alternative responses are enactment, focusing and

achieving intensity (Minuchin, 1981, p. 68).

Challenging the family structure involves the

therapist determining the position of family members

their closeness and distance to one another. When the

therapist joins the fanily system, s,/he observes the

transactions and forms a tentative d.iagnosis of the

farnily functioning. The structure of the family is

napped to indicate the coalitions, affiliations, explicit

and inplicit conflicts and the ways fanily members group

themselves in conflict resolutions. The roles of family

nembers are also represented as "detourers of conflict,

switchboards, nurturers and scapegoaters" (p. 69). The

delineation of boundaries between the subsystems reveals

their flexibitity and suggests possible areas of strength

and dysfunction.

Dysfunction can occur with subsystem members who are
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over or under involved. The therapist can monitor the

proximity and distance between the members which gives

them the freedom to participate in different ways. The

techniques involved in challenging the family members'

own delineation of their roles and functions are boundary

marking, unbalancing and teaching complementarity

(Minuchin, 1981, p. 69).

The final strategy described by Minuchin is

challenging the family reality. Families coming into

therapy are there because their construct of reality is

not working. The transactional patterns d.eveloped by the

family contain and perpetuate their view of reality.

Consequently in order to change the family's reality, the

therapist needs to introduce new ways of interacting into

the fanily. The techniques employed in reframing the

family's reality are cognitive constructs, paradoxical

interventions and enphasizing strengths (Minuchin, 1981,

p. 71) .

Strategic Approach

The strategic approach as represented by Jay Haley is

therapy where the interventions are designed to fit

problem (Hoffnan, 1981, p. 27I). I{eakl-and,

Êny

the
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Watzlawick and Fisch described a

their writings "Brief Therapy:

Resolution" (1974) and Change:

Formation and Problem Resolution

sinilar approach in

Focused Problem

Princioles of Problem

(1974)

The focus of these strategic theorists is not fanily

structure or the family system per se' but rather the

ways the family has developed to handle the problems

inherent in everyday life. Strategic therapy is based on

the premise that families perpetuate their problems by

the means they employ to remedy then. The farnily

develops a cycle or sequence of behavior as a posaible

solution to their problem. Therapeutic change is

directed at this ineffective solution in the form of

interrupting or blocking this pattern of behavior that

functions to maintain the symptom or the problem

(Hoffman, 1981; WaIsh, 1982).

The strategic therapist follows a specific procedure

for the first interview which incorporates five stages.

First is the social stage where each family member

introduces hirn,/herself and is greeted and made

comfortable by the therapist. The second stage is

devoted to inquiring into the nature of the problem The

therapist wants to get everyone's view of the problem.
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S/he needs to take into account the phrasing of the

questions, so as not to linit response, and to whom the

questions are addressed first, in recognition of the

family hierarchy. In the interaction stage, the

therapist encourages fanily members to talk to each other

about the problern, beginning with a dyad and adding a

member until everyone is involved. In the next stage,

the therapist seeks to obtain a clear idea of the chanEles

desired by everyone in the fanily. Goals are formulated

which provide the basis for a contract and therapeutic

focus. The interview concludes with arrangements for the

next appointment. This might involve neEiotiation around

the inclusion of an absent fanily member, whose

participation the therapist views as beneficial. The

therapist may have formulated a direetive to be given at

the end of the interview or s/he may choose to assign

homework in the form of a simple task (Haley, 1976).

The variables that Haley has identified as being

important in therapy are power and organization. He

views the family as an orÊlanization with a shared history

and a future, which has evolved repetitive behavior

patterns and established a hierarchy. The hierarchy

existing in as family would include members of different

generations, different incomes and different degrees of
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intelligence and skills. The complexity of hierarchical

lines is determined by the different functions performed

by the family. The generation line which exists when

parents nurture and discipline children is the simplest

l-evel of hierarchy. The three generations usually

present in a fa¡nily can be conceptualized as three levels

of power. In a nuclear fanily, often the parents hold

the primary position in regards to power' the

grandparents the secondary position and the children have

the least status. According to Haley' it is necessary

for all families to organize a hierarchy and to negotiabe

rules f or the establishment of the power positions. I'lhen

fanilies have not incorporated a clear hierarchy'

symptoms can appear in fanily nembers (Haley' 1976;

Minuchin, 1981). Coalitions across levels of a hierarchy

can also cause dysfunction in the family particularly

when the coalitions are convert and the transaetional

sequences become organized and repetitive (WaIsh' 1982'

p. 16). When a parent-child coalition is formed against

the other parent, organizational rules are violated which

cause distress.

Haley proposes that the hierarchy in the family can

be discerned by observing the interactional sequences.

Sequences are repetitive patterns that occur as part of a
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cycle where one event or step leads to another and back

to the beginning. If the sequence is a father

consistently joining with a child against mother, there

would be a number of ways to intervene. First, the

therapist could encouragle the father to become more

involved, with the expectatíon that a distancing would

occur to compensate for the lack of personal space.

Second, the therapist could displace the triangulated

child by focusing on the parental dyad and highlighting

their differences in regards to the childts behavior.

Finally, the therapist could engage the peripheral parent

with the child by assigning child manage¡nent or activity

tasks, which serve to disrupt the coalition between the

child and the overinvolved parent. A common feature of

the last two tactics is that the child is relieved of

his/her role as deflector of conflict in the marital

dyad.

famlfv t ife Cycfe Uo¿el

The next section of the review will consider the

famity life cycle as an additional framework useful in

family therapy. AII families in the course of their

development face certain major events which entail

different tasks. The completion of these tasks enables
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the fanily to better meet the needs of its members. The

tining of the major life events has been defined

historically, biologically and socially. Thus' it has

been arglued that there is an appropriate time for the

family to encounter the various events or stages of the

Iife cycle ( i . e. , marriage, parenthood, children leaving

home, retirement and o1d age) (Neugarten, 1976).

The family experiences disorganization during these

turning points in the life cycle and has to adjust to the

changes in identity and self-concept (Neugarten, 1976),:

Difficulties arise for fanilies when the developmental

tasks of one stage are not successfully completed before

moving on to the next stage. Haley (1973) at,tributes

symptoms in fanily members to a disruption of the fanily

life cycIe. As the developmental needs of family members

change, a corresponding change is required in the family

structure.

The family 1ífe cycle nodel ineorporates a

transgenerational view of the fanily whereby the najor

life events of one Eleneration are believed to be an

influence on the functioning of the generation preceding

and following (McCuIIouEhr 1980). The developmental

achievements of the individual or generation are also
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thought to be related to the achievements or failures and

unresolved issues of other generations. This model than

considers the imurediate family in the context of three

generations.

Carter and McGoldrick (1980) describe the flow of

anxiety in the family as following verticai- and

horizonLal- lines. The vertical flow is attributed to the

patterns of relating and functioning that have been

passed down through the generations in a family. This

includes family attitudes, taboos and expectations. The

horizontal- flow refers to the anxiety that is produced as

the fanily moves through the stages of the life cycle and

copes with the accompanying changes and transitions. The

degree of anxiety that results from the intersection of

the vertical and horizontal lines will determine how

effectively the family copes with transitions. Thus, in

the family where the mother has given birth to a

mentally-retarded chíld, the daughter, when pregnantr rray

experience more than the usual amount of anxiety about

the normalcy of the expected child.

Many of the authors writing about the fanily life

cycle are referring to the developmental stages of

American middle class fani,Lies (Duvall , L97L, Carter and
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McGo1drick, 1980). These stages and their associated

tasks may need to be adjusted when dealing with families

from different cultures or socioeeonomic groups. The

life cycle stages are del-ineated according to the

presence of children. However, Carter and McGoldrick

contend that most phases of the life cycle are relevant

to fanily menbers who do not marry or have children.

These people, in relating to their families and social

networks; are required to face issues conmon to all

families. They may experience difficulty in shifting

their status in the fa¡nily due to family expeetations

about age appropriate behaviors. Recognizing that

individuals as well- as cultures and socioeconomic groups

present differently with regards to the stages and tasks

of the life cyc1e, the life cycle nodel still remains a

viable and productive way to approach fanilies.

Carter and McGoldrick (1980) have described a six

stage model of the family life cycle, incorporating major

life events and the significant issues enbodied in the

works of other authors, such as, Duvalf (1971)' Haley

(1973) and Solomon (1973). The six stages in the Carter

and McGoldrick model are: the unattached young adu1t,

the newly married coupler the family with young children,

the family with adolescents, launching children and the
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family in later life. Rather than outline the issues

characteristic of each stage of this model, I will focus

on three of the six stages considered relevant to this

practicum, nanely, the fanily with young ehildrenr the

family with adolescents and launching the children.

The Farnily with Young Children

There are a number of developmental tasks associated

with this stage as the family adjusts itself to the

presence of children. The marital dyad must open and

adjust to accommodate a third member. The couple in

assuming the role of parents now have to acquire

parenting ski1ls and negotiate the division of

responsibilities. At the same time there needs to occur

a realignment of relationships with the extended fanily

to include parenting and grandparenting roles (Carter and

McGoldrick, 1980).

The birth of a child can precipitate a crisis for the

fanily. In a study done by Le Masters (1957) 85?ú of the

couples interviewed reported "extensive" or "gevere"

crisis in adjusting to their first child. This response

was related not to how the couples perceived their

marriage or to whether the child was wanted but, rather
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to a lack of preparabion for parenting and unrealistic

expectations of the parenting role. Some of the

adjustments noted by the nothers were: Ioss of sleep,

chroníc tiredness, extensive eonfinement to homer giving

up satisfactions and income of outside employment, guilt

at not being a "better" mother, the long hours and seven

day week necessary in infant care' decline in

housekeeping standards, and worry over appearance. The

new fathers reported nany of these adjustments and

included a few of their own; decline in wifets sexual

response, economic pressurer interference with social

life and worry about a second pregnancy. The results of

another study done in the 1960's by Dyer (1963) indicated

less couples experiencing a crisis but still a naiority

(53% of his sample ) . Dyers found that the severity of

the crisis was related to the state of the marriage 
'

attendance at marriage preparation coursesr the number of

years married ( 3 years or more having experienced less

crisis ) and planned parenthood ( less crisis experienced

by those who had pJ-anned and followed their plan). The

crisis seemed to be more evident during the first six

months and to subside by twelve months.

Hobbs, in the late 1960's did several studies on new

parents and found lower level-s of crisis than Le Masters
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or Dyer. This difference can be attributed to his

focusing on reactions to the changes rather than on the

changes themselves. He agreed that the behavioral

changes were quite extensive but found that most new

parents were only nildly bobhered by them and that many

reported gratifications as well.

A more recent study published in 1980 by MiIIer and

SoIIie indicated an increase in perceived personal stress

for both mothers and fathers. Their subjects found the

transition to parenthood brought with it' slightly

increased feelings of being "tied dor.In" and a sense that

"life is hard not easy". Mothers appeared to be under

greater stress, having more of these feelings and

perceiving an increase in marital stress not indicated by

fathers. Mi1ler and SoIlie conclude that romantic

conceptions about having children are declining and

couples are developing a more realistic view of the

impact children will have on their marriages and personal

Iives. This increased awareness of the advantages and

disadvantages of parenthood may be refl-ected in some

couples' decisions to delay pregnancy or renain

childless.

The arrival of a child then can represent a crisis
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for the couple which seems to be more acute during the

early months. The transition to parenthood is viewed as

a time of increased stress particularly for the mother

who also perceives marital stress. In our society

females are Ê!iven primary responsibility for "mother

work" ¡ a job which is characterized by high levels of

stress and demand (Rosenberg, 19 ). Women who work

outside the horne may experience additional stress if they

feel ambivalence about combining motherhood and paid

employment.

Parenthood with its accompanying stresses and denands

may leave littte time and energy to be put into the

marital rel-ationship (Duval1, 1971; Haley, 1973; Bradt'

1980 ) . The couple then must take steps to actively

maintain and promote a sense of intimacy in their

marriage relationship. Intimacy between the parents

assures the child of the space necessary for his/her own

growth and development. If the bond between the parents

involves more fusion than intimacy or if the parents are

emotionally distant there is a real danger of the child

beinÉ triangulated (Bowen, 1978, Bradt' 1980).

The extended fanily nay be in a position to offer

help to the nuclear fanily and to become a resource'
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Even when geographically distant the extended fanily has

an iurpact on the nuclear fanily so that it reacts to

nodal events regardless of its being close, distant or

cut off (Bradt, 1980) The addition of a grandchild

usually means increased involvement with the extended

family and especially the grandparents (Duval1, 1971).

Consequently relationships with the extended family need

to be realigned to include the new roles of parent and

grandparent in a way that is supportive of the marital

relationship and recognizes the nuclear famil-y's need for

autonomy (Bradt' 1980) .

Saulnier ( 1983 ) found that, network variables were

very important in nediating difficulty in adjusting to

first time motherhood. In her study of 40 first time

mothers r the value of being part of a circle of other

parenting adults with whom eoncerns and anxieties l^tere

shared was confirmed. Interestingly' perception of

support received was more important than actual quantity

of help received. Thus, ltomen who were satisfied with

the assistance they recej.ved from network services tended

to report less difficulty.
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The Family with Adolescents

The key principal of the transition process for this

stage is to increase the flexibility of the family

boundaries to accommodate the children's independence.

The developmental tasks associated with this stage

include: shifting of parent-chiId relationships to

permit the adolescents free movement in and out of the

system, refocusing of the parents on midlife issues

concerning rnarriage and career, and increasing

involvement of the parents in the concerns of the older

generation (Carter & McGoldrick' 1980).

Adolescence represents a special nodal point for the

fanily. The family is challenged by the adolescent who

is continually introducing new ideas ' displaying

changeable behavior and offering new values. In addition

the adolescent is also bringing new people into the

fanily which poses more of a threat. The family is

reminded of the adolescent's eventual leaving and the end

of the famil-y as they have known it. This new input

compels the family to reevaluate its long established

boundaries and relationships (Ackerman' 1980). The

adolescent's need for individuation and separation may

disturb the balance of the fenily's interactions. The
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intensity of the marital relationship may increase as

there is less involvernent in the parent chil-d

relationship. Threatened by the focus on their marital

relatíonship the parents may try to increase their hold

on the adolescent by maintaining hís/her dependency or in

a more extreme way by triangulat,ing t,he child. The child

may develop an ineapacitating problem which allows him or

her to remain in the farnily system and to naintain the

parenbs' relationship (Haley' 1973).

Launching the Children and Moving On

This developmental stage begins with the launching of

the children and continues until retirement or

approximately age 65. The duration of this stage can be

lengthy as a result of two 20th century trends ' the

nother being younger when the last child is born and our

greater life expectancy. Two other important changes

that influence this stag¡e are the decrease in the average

number of children in a family and the greater employment

of women (McCul-loughr 1980).

The greatest changes in fanily membership occur

withrn this stage. The key principle of the transition

process is the acceptance of the various exits and
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entrances of fanilY members '

The child'ren leaving hone begins this shift in

membership which may be followed by marriage and giving

birth to offspring of their own. A later development is

thed.eathofthemembersoftheoldergeneration.A

nunber of developmental tasks are associated with these

changes in family membership' The marital partners need

to reneÉlotiate their marital relationship as a dyad and

create new r^rays of relating as parents to adult

child.ren. A realignnent of fanily relationships needs to

occur to includ.e ín-laws and grandchildren. Parents are

required to deal with the disabilities and death of their

parents and other faurily members who belonÉ to the older

generation (Cart,er & McGoldrick' 1980)'

The tasks of the midd.le generation are of particular

concern in this stage. the parents are required to

decrease their investnent in the caretaking role and

acceptthechild.'sindependentpursuits'Astheparents

are relinquishing the gratifications inherent in the

parental role the marital relationship has to be stable.

If the. parents are unable to cope with the increased

intensit¡ronthernarriage,thereisatendencytoholdon

to the children or the last child (solomon, 1973). A€'
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couples today maybe spending a lengthy tine together

after the launching of the children it is important that

they reinvest in the marriage or perhaps change some of

its basic traits. This period can be a creative and

productive time where marital satisfaction increases, ner.¡

interests a,re pursued and a fuller perception of oneself

and life in general can develop (Duvall 1971; Neugarten,

1976; Wa1sh, 1980; McGoldrick & Carter' 1982).

Alternatively, it may be a tine when resentments and

conflicts surface, as the focus on the marital

relationship nay yíeld disappointment.

Having outlined the basic tenets of the four theories

which guided ny involvement with families, this report

now turns to a description of the practicum itself.
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CHAPTER III

PRACTICUM EXPERIENCE

Description of Setting

The practicum was conducted at Children's Home of

Winnipeg. Childrents Home of Winnipeg is a nultifaceted

agency offering a continuum of services such as

residential treatment, foster care, professional

parenting, family therapy, independent living and

psychological services. The underlying philosophy of the

agency can be summarized as that of keeping the child in

the home--provid.ing the necessary services to support the

client in his or her own environment, and should this

faiI, providing alternative resourees (Jordan' 1984).

Dr. Kathryn McCannell as ny advisor had the primary

responsibility for overall supervision of the cases. At

Children's Home, Dr. Cynthia Jordanr âs director of

clinical services, elas responsible f or the arlni-nistration

of the fanily therapy program. Vicki Harrison and Shar

Reid, both fanily therapists in the program' provided

supervision for some of my cases. Supervision took the
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form of assessment and planning sessions as well as

direct supervision through the use of the one-way mirror

or via video recording,/monitoring devices. Members of

the comrnittee, Dr. Kathryn McOannell, Dr. Barry Trute and

Shar Reid had access to audio/video tapes and written

material. Ongoing consultation was provided by Dr.

Kathryn McCannell.

The duration of the clinical component of the

practicum was six months; from January, 1984 until June,

1984. Various other activities were viewed as important

conponents of the practicum. The literature review,

considered an ongoing endeavour, was begun in August,

1983. This allowed me the opportunity to thoroughly

explore a variety of models in the farnily therapy

literature. In order to faniliarize myself with the

agency, its objectives, services and policies, I elected

to attend an orientation day for students in Septenber,

1983 and to be present at several intake meetings.

An additional feature of the practicum was my

participation in a family therapy training group. Two

family therapy groups were convened in September, 1983 at

Childrents Home. Under the direction of Vicki Harrison

and Shar Reid, the groups were composed of Children's Aid
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Society workers, agency people and native community

workers. The purpose of the groups was to educate and

train helping professionals to util-ize a

structural/strategic approach to working with farnilies.

The seminar format was comparable to a fuII course at

the university, meeting on a weekJ-y basis for three hours

over eight months. Group meetings involved theoretical-

presentations, video viewing, case discussion, and

experiential learning via role plays and live

supervision. The groups culninated in April with a

two-day workshop conducted by George Enns, family

therapist from the McNeill Clinic in Saskatoon.

Recording was done in a manner consistent with that

used by the family therapists at Children'g Home. A face

sheet, initial assessment form and progress notes elere

conpiled on each family. For the purposes of this

practicuur the assessment process was augmented by a

health and history form completed by a parent (see

APPENDIX I).

Description of Clients

The families I worked with in this practicum were

referred to the fanily therapy program at Childrents Home
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of l{innipeg. The fanily therapy program was set up to

help families whose parenting $¡as in question. The

families eligible for the program included those with

documented evidence of abuse or neglect and fanilies who

had a child temporarily withdrawn or who face that

prospect should no viable alternative become available.

Referrals for the program came from the families

themselves, from educational authorities, pediatricians

and medical personnel (Children's Home of Winnipegr

1983 ) .

Eight faruilies comprising a total of 30 people were

seen in this practicum. The different types of fanilies

represented were single parent fanilies, a blended fanily

and a traditional fanily unit. The najority of the

families, six of the eight, T.rere single parent fanil-ies.

The fanilies came from a variety of ethnic backgrounds.

There was a range of fanily incomes or social classes

evident in this practicun. Four of the single parent

fanilies were receiving social assistance. One single

parent was receiving unemployment insurance benefits

while another was employed full time with a work training

program. Of the families with two parents both husbands

were employed full-time and the wives were employed
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part-time. Two single parents T.rere looking for work.

Nine parents had high school education ranging from Grade

9 to Grade LZ and sorne had additional vocational

training. One parent had not attended high school.

The length of marriage of the spouses currently

together rangied from less than a year to 25 years. Of

the single parents, five had been separated or divorced

from less than a year to five years.

Case Exanples

In the next section three cases, which exemplify the

theories reviewed, wiIl be presented.

Intervention with a Male Sing1e Parent Fanily

The D. family was a single parent fanily headed by a

male and the identified client a boy, four years old.

The father had separated from'his wife in the fall of

1982. This occurred after a move from Thompson to

Winnipeg earlier in the year. Apparently the move to

l{innipeg was precipitated by the wifets unhappiness

Iiving in the norÈh. Both parents r{ere originally from

Winnipeg and had resided in the city before going to
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Thompson. The father after having been empJ-oyed with a

prominent firn in Thonpson had been unable to find work

in Winnipeg.

The initial fanily therapy sessions ltere devoted to

joining with the fanily, assessing and forming a contract

with the fanily. The therapist was interested in

determining the familyts network sources of support'

the stresses on the fanily, the family's developmental

stage and its performance of tasks appropriate to the

stages. The effect of the individual member's behavior

on the fanily system was also considered. The individual

nember's symptoms would need to be understood as a way of

maintaining the family's preferred transactional

patterns.

In the first session the therapist spent time joining

with the family, listening to fanily members and tracking

( following the content of the fanily members

communication and behavior and encouraging them to

continue). The father, Mr. D. expressed some concern

about the frequency of his son's visits with his mom,

which occurred about once every two months. He stated a

preference for the visits to happen more often. He

recognized that his son was a slow talker, only havinei
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started to talk at two and a half years, one month after

the separation.

The presenting problem was the child awakeni.ng early

in the morning and emptying the contents of the kítchen

cupboards. The father and child would sometimes engage

in a contest to determine bedtime. He was being seen by

a speech therapist and the day care had incorporated a

type of speech program.

The one serious problem the father identified was

that his son slept an hour less than he did. The father

could not go to sleep before his son which neant he was

up until 11:00 p.E. His son would. get up between 5 and.6

a.m. and turn off his father's aIarm. The father

described his activities during this time as vandalism

whereby he would dunp food out of cupboards and fridge.

He had responded to this behavior by naking these areas

inaccessible to the boy, e.9., tying cupboards closed

and locking the bathroom and bed.room. The father was not

totally happy with this solution.

In the second interview the therapist joined with Mr.

D. around the demands of parenting, nursing a sick child,

not being able to go out, the inconvenience of
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babysitting arrangements. A difficulty in the past week

was the child soiling his pants three times. Mr. D. had

consulted his ex-wife about the behavior and acknowledged

that he did this whenever there was a problem. At times

when frustrated and undecided about what action to take

Mr. D. would call his ex-wife. Parenting decisions were

also shared with his son who was asked if punishment was

warranted. Mr. D. appeared unable to take charge as a

parent and the boundaries between parent and child were

not at all c1ear. An incident that was considered more

serious by the father occurred after a night of seeing

who could stay up the longest. The boy awoke, dressed in

outdoor apparel and was looking for the keys to the door

when discovered by his father. Mr. D. had put a lock on

the door as a result of this incident. Although he did

not like to have so many locks in the house (the child

only had access to the living room) he did not know of

any other solutions.

The therapist attempted to reframe the child's

activities as being that of a bright curious child. In

this session the boy drew a picture of himself with his

mother, placing dad, grandma and grandpa off to the side.

In asking about the separation it emerged that Mr. D. had

not d.iscussed the separation with his son. He explained.
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his reluctance to do this in terms of his son not being

able to understand with his linited speech and

vocabulary. He reported that his son did not believe his

mother was going to have a baby with her new partner.

The therapist spent some time exploring the family's

network. Other than the paternal grandparents the family

seemed to rely on professionals for any help they

required. Mr. D. explained he did not know many people

in Winnipeg and did not feel comfortable burdening

friends with personal problems.

The focus oi the next session was to normalize the

boy's behavior by inforning the father about stages of

human development and what could be expected of a four

year old. At this age a child has not developed the

internal controls neces¡sary to make most decisions,

therefore he is dependent on parents and teachers to

provide external controls. It was important for the

father to incorporate a routine of established bedtimes

and provide supervision during the boy's waking hours.

After a discussion of how this could be accomplished the

task was for the father to establish a routine around a

bedtime of 9:00 p.m, so he could get up with the child in

the morning.
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In consu.Ltation with my supervisor Dr. Kathryn

McCannell several therapeutic goals vrere established. It

r^ras evident that the father needed to talk with his son

about the divorce. This could be done with the aid of

books, for exanple The Parents Book about Divoree by

Richard Gardner (7977l.. It was hypothesized that in

order for the boy to get his parents together or to see

his mother he would misbehave. This being the case, what

needed to be established for the boy was regular

predictable contaet with his mother.

These therapeutic goals formed the basis of the

following three sessions. In session four, the therapist

reguested the boy to draw his house and his mom's house

with their occupants as a way to differentiate the two

fanilies. This led into a discussion of his

understanding of divorce and why they were here, The

therapist had the father explain why they were in therapy

and begin to talk about the divorce. A task was given

for Mr. D. to take his son to the library to find books

on divorce to read to his son. Visiting the library was

an activity that father and son had often enjoyed

together. The father had incorporated a bedtine routine

and was rising with him in the morning.
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In session five the task was reviewed. Mr. D. had

not done the task. The therapist acknowledge Mr. D. ts

uncomfortableness and encouraged him to talk to his son

about how it was that he was no longer together with his

mom. Although Mr. D. and his ex-wife seemed to be in

agreement in most of their decisions about their son,

visits hrere an area where they were not in agreement.

Mr. D. agreed to talk to his ex-wife about sett,ing up the

visits on a regular basis so that his eon and the parents

would know when the visits would take place and be able

to plan for them. The therapist suggested having his

wife come in to discuss this.

In session six Mr. D. spoke of his decision to look

for work rather than continuing to work on his grade L2.

Apparently over the past several months he had been

completing grade LZ courses to meet university entrance

requirements. His plan had been to attend university in

the fall, obtain student aid and go off welfare.

However, in order to continue with assistance from city

welfare he was required to look for work eight hours a

day. Mr. D. expressed frustration with a system that did

not support his decision to further his education or to

help hin find work (not enough money r.tas allotted to pay

for bus fare and day care).
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Mr. D. had tal-ked to his wife about the visiting

arrangements and visits were to occur every weekend for

the next two months. He had not discussed coming to a

session with her. Since he and his son had been sick and

unable to go outside they had not gone to the library.

He had looked at the books previously but did not select

any as they depicted Fromen as always having custody and

the father as leaving.

The goal of session seven was to discuss

termination. Mr. D. was in the process of noving to low

rental housing and. continuing to look for work. He

explained the visits with his ex-wife had not occurred on

a scheduled basis because of his difficult living

conditions and novinEl arrangements. He foresaw that in

the next ¡nonth the visit,s would be easier to schedule as

they woul-d be living close to one another. In response

to my questions of what he had learned and what things

were the same or different, Mr. D. stated that he

recognized the importance of order and scheduling both in

his sonts life and in his own. He was also aware of the

importance of sleep. The original problem that of his

son enptying the cupboardsr rÌo longer occurred, nor did

the late nights. The differences noted by Mr. D. were

his son going to bed earlj-er, (bedtime routi.ne v,¡as still
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in place) an improved diet and his having quit snoking.

He was feeling better, his son was happier and with the

extra money from not buying cigarettes they e¡ere able to

have more fun together, e.8., going to a movie.

However, he was still nob confident about his ability to

judge what behavior was normal and acceptable for his

son. He had enjoyed sharing his parenting role and

feeling accepted by a couple in the neighbourhood whose

daughter befriended his son. The therapist reconmended a

parenting group to Mr. D. as a'n avenue to develop more

confidence in his parenting skills. Since these Elroups

would not be meting until the fall, f offered to neet

once or twice in the summer as foIIow-up. Mr. D. gras

anenable to these proposals.

fntervention with a Remarried FamiI¡¡ Systen

The G.

department

daughter's

four times

decision.

The

two

fanily was referred to the farnily therapy

by Probation Services because of the older

delinquencies. The therapist saw the fanily

and termination was based on a mutual

G. family was composed of a mother, stepfather

daughters aged 15 and 13 years. The girls'and
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parents had separated in 1978 and divorced in 1982. The

nother had recently remarried and the biological father

had been living common-Iaw for the last few years wit,h a

woman and her three children.

Mr. G. did not attend the first three sessions

because of his employment as an electrician to Northern

Indian reserves. The mother was working in a nursing

home and takinEl courses part-time. The girls were both

attending grade eight in the same classroom at a junior

hieh school.

In the first session the therapist spent tine joining

with the family around work, school, theír interests and

activities. When the family outlined their concerns, the

motherts concerns focused on the oldest daughter and

included school attendance, not coming in on time and not

listening or showing respect to her stepfather. She also

mentioned Adrienne's involvement with the courts for

theft under $200 (on probation until December' 1985) and

previous suicide attempt. The girls t concerns centered

on their stepfather's preferential treatment of his

daughter (who visited on weekends) and their friends.

The youngest daughter A¡rber did not attend the second
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session. Mrs. G. spoke in this session of how both girls

were disrespectful not only towards their stepfather but

with herself and other adults as weIl. She felt that the

paternal grandparents were undermining her rol-e as

parent. It became apparent that this was a close family

where there was considerable contact with both sets of

grandparents. The paternal grandparents were perceived

by mother to interfere with the family and undermine her

role as parent,. They would often gÍve the girls money,

thus taking the decision allay fron her as to whether the

family needed something or when they would have it.

Adrienne related seeing her paternal grandfather everyday

on the way t,o school and getting money from hin. She saw

both paternal grandparents every Sunday for supper with

her sister. Adrienne was the first granddaughter in a

fanily of sons and was her grandmother's favorite. She

had lived with her paternal grandparents for several

months the previous year. She had also spent a brief

time living with her dad.

Mrs. G. explained that Amber had nissed the session

due to calling her father and getting his permission to

stay home. Apparently he did not know the family was

going to fanily therapy. In an attempt to establish some

positive interaction the task given to the family was for
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then to do sourething together that was fun.

Since the initial presenting problems were no longer

occurring it was difficult to get a sense of this

family's problems. In supervision with Vieki Harrison

several issues were discussed. It was decided that the

concerns about the stepfather would be difficult to

address until he was present in the sessj-on. The girls

appeared to be worried about their nother and how this

new marriage would work. Acknowledging the grandparents

involvement with the family it became important to

ascertain the clarity of boundaries. The bioloElical

father's involvement with the fanily also needed to be

further delineated.

The separation was another area requiring exploration

around how it had happened, the feelings it generated and

how they erere resolved.

The next session began with a discussion of the

previously assigned task. The fanily did attend the sa'me

event the couplets wedding social but did not go out

together as a family and have fun.

It was recognized that the fanily had gone through a
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crisis last fall, where Adrienne had not been attending

school, coming in on time and had been in trouble with

the law. These were no longer issues for the family.

Therapy had been part of the contract with the probation

officer, whereby it was the probation officer's idea and

the fanily agreed, as their only option to prevent the

daughter going into care.

The fanily's response during this stressful time was

for Adrienne to live first wit,h her paternal grandparents

and then with her father. When this did not work out

Adrienne returned home.

Although the mother and stepfather's relationship had

gone on for three years, the girls had difficulty

accepting the relationship and would elicit their natural

father's input into parenting decisions. In this way the

girls t mother and father could continue their

relationship and fighting. The girls had difficulty

accepting their parents' separation and sharing their

pain. It became clear in this session that the adults

involved had not sorted out their problems and that they

needed to find a way of being father and grandparent that

did not interfere with the mother being in charge.
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The motherts help was enlisted in identifying the

ímportant adults and arranging a time when we could aL1

meet together.

Present at the fourth session were the i-nmediate

family, the mother, stepfather, Adrienne and Amber, the

father and his spouse and the paternal grandfather and

grandmother. After introductions, the therapist

recognized the difficulties with Adrienne had passed and

that in order to understand what was happening with the

fanily now - the chang€sr aL1 the important people needed

to be involved. The family's concern and caring for

Adrienne and Amber !üas evident in their presence at this

meeting.

Beginning with the mother the therapist asked

everyone for their view of the problem. The mother

explained that a year ago there were a lot of problems

and thatts when they should have been here. Those

problems were straightened out. Now, Adrienne elas

pregnant. The mother identified the main problem as

discipline whereby Adrienne would disobey and go to her

father when she did not want to do sonething, She wanted

this to stop out of respect and for her daughterts

benefit so they could be brought up properly. The
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therapist reiterated the need for everyone to come

together and work together so the girls could Elrow up to

be responsible young adults.

The father stated his availability to Adrienne when

she was i-n trouble, she was welcome to come and stay.

His responsiveness was prompted by Adriennets phone calls

during a crisis. He agreed that since the girls were in

the care of their mother they should do what she tells

them.

The stepfather acknowledged his lack of control over

Adrienne and her running to other members of the fanily.

Adrienne's abílity to orglanize the fanily was highlighted

by the therapist.

The grandfather stated their aim of trying not to

interf ere. He arìtnired Adrienne t s independence comparing

her way of coping or surviving to that of his s¡on.

The grandnother saw Adrienne as the impetus for

getting the fanily involved and together at meetings like

this, which helped everyone grolr up. The therapist noted

that by being the centre of attention she brings everyone

together, recognízíng that the parents' separation elas
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hard for her to accept.

After some further adult interaction around the

children and their position in the fanily, the therapist

focused on what would need to happen for the girls to

stay on track. The adults discussed the plans for

Adrienne and her baby. The mother and father expressed

differing opinions. Adrienne talked about feeling stuck

and the therapist attributed her standing stil1 to not

wanting to risk hurting either parent. Her father gave

her responsibility for the decision statíng that whatever

road she took he would support her. Mother reaffirmed

that she was not going to get back together with the

girls' father. The girls were encouraged to talk to her

and their stepfather about what was bothering them.

The patterns in the fanily which erere apparent in the

sessions were described by the therapist. The therapist

stated her belief that it would be easier for Adrienne

when she accepted her fatherts common-law spouse and

children. AIso, if the adults felt she was playing one

against the other, it was recommended that they talk

about it. The session ended with an affirmation by the

adults that they were all together in their support of

Adrienne as a future parent.
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In a further discussion with the immediate family it

was agreed that family therapy was no longer necessary.

Intervention with a FamiIv Svstem Challenqed bv an

Adolescent

The P. family was a two parent fanily composed of a

couple in their forties, a son, Michael aged 18 and a

daughter, Cheryl aged L4, Both parents were employed,

the father at a grain terminal, and the ¡nother at a meat

packing plant part-tine. Their son was attending first

year university and their dauÉhter was in grade eight for

the second year. The daughter had been adopted at four

weeks of age.

The presenting problems involved the adolescent

daughter who had run from home and was having

difficulties in school. The mother was feeling

overwhelmed with having to make most of the parenting

decisions. She was wantingl to share this responsibility

with her husband, who would disagree. The daughter would

go from one parent to the other and maybe get the answer

she wanted.

In the second session, the therapist focused on how
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it was so difficult for the parents to come together as a

team. The mother felt she had to respond to the urgency

of the teenagerst requests before the father came home.

The father, tired r¡hen arriving home, did not want to

have to deal with the teenagfers' requests inmediately.

The parents negotiated 20 minutes of relaxation for

father, before meeting mother in the bedroom to discuss

the parenting decisions. The teenagiers were also

directed by the therapist to talk about what needed to be

different for then to be happier. When Michael asked his

sister questions, she felt he was asking for their

parents. Cheryl and Michael discussed other waya he

could show his interest. The family was given the task

of d.oing something together as a family that was fun.

In the following sessions the therapist's focus

continued to be on getting the fanily to define

themselves in their relationships for the parents to

find ways to come together in their parenting role and

for the teenagers to find ways of being a brother or

sister to each other. The fanily did not do the task.

Prior to the fourth session Cheryl had not returned

home for two nights. The focus of this session was on

the parents making a plan for how they were going to deal
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with the behavior. The therapist stressed the inportance

of their being in agreement on what would happen and

following through with their decisions.

In the next session Cheryl was now at home but the

parents had not taken charge and laid out any

consequences. They had treated her as in the past and

done nothing. The therapist proposed another strategy in

this session. As the nother was at the end of her rope

and unable to get the support she needed from her

husband, she was to take a break. The father was put in

charge of making the decisions regarding the teenagers

and given the task of laying out some rules. The parents

forurulated. some rules in t,he session, for example, they

set a curfew. The tasks given to the fanily were for mom

to stay out of the problems with the teenagers. The

teenagers were to go directly to father. If mom did not

Iike what, dad did she was not to undermine but talk to

him when the kids could not hear. As well mom was to

spend 10 minutes each night at bedtime worrying and

telling her husband about her anger. He was not to say

anything but give her a hug. His wife real-ly needed to

know he cared and he should give her a surprise.

The next session was spent tracking the tasks which
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the family had done, for the most part. Mother enjoyed

the break and stayed out of the teenagers' problems. She

expressed her anger and worries to her husband most

nights and he gave her a hug. Father took charge and

Iaid out the rules for the teenagers.

Michael recognized that father had not really been

tested yet. Chery1 was finding it better. The same

tasks were assigned for the next week. How the fanily

operated had become more clear after the last session.

This was described to the fanily in the following message

at the end of this session. The wife wants her husbandts

support and understanding and signals hin by being

overbearing, flooding and whining. The husband

misunderstands the signal and thinks she is just running

off againr so rather than sitting her down and finding

out what the trouble is he withdraws. At this point, the

wife becomes increasingly frustrated and more worried.

Her anxiety drÍves her to become more involved with

Cheryl and Michael. Cheryl picks up her momts anxiety

and worries about her and begins to be confused about her

worries and fears. Because she cannot separate her

worries and fears from her mothers; she acts out by

running and failing in school. Cheryl's behavior is a

signal to dad to become more involved with mom. On the
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other hand Michael is not so direct as his sister in

acting out, he displays his frustration by challenging

mother in disrespectful ways and helps her out because

he's worried - seeing that father is so distant. As well

he acts out his frustration by hi tting Cheryl because he

too, feels caught.

fn the seventh sessionr the therapist tracked what

happened during the week to discover that mom was having

trouble staying out of the teenagers' affairs. The

therapist recognized the importance of her sharing

concerns and worries every night wíth her husband.

Father was asked to continue being in charge. l'lom was

instructed to do something fun with Cheryl.

The next session dealt with the parents' concern

around Cherylts 1ying. The therapist encouragled dad to

talk to Chery1 about how it was she had to lie.

In the ninth session the parents discussed Cheryl's

irresponsible behavior. Cheryl missed her midnieht

curfew, called later and dad directed her to come home.

Over the weekend when she did not return the parents

tried to find her and on Sunday brought her home

together. The therapist directed the parents to discuss
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Cheryl's irresponsibility considering if anything had

happened to cause the behaviour and what glere reasonable

consequences. The therapist explained that Cheryl was

testing them in a strong way and that it was appropriate

for teenagers to test limits. The parents were to

continue working together, with the father taking

Ieadership and mother supporting hin. the task given to

the parents was to read Between Parent and Teenager by

Ginott (1969) particularly the nother because father

would be more directl-y involved with Cheryl. It was

presented as another step in mother's thinking about how

she wanted to treat her daughter. The therapist

congratulated mom on being supportive not intrusive and

in viewing the situation more realistically and calnly.

The father was congratulated on taking leadership' making

decisions and being direct.

In the following weeks an individual session was held

with the nother who was stiII having difficulty relaxing

and allowing her husband to struggle with the daughter in

setting clear consistent linits. These issues were

explored and the therapist recognized how difficui-t it

was to change roles, but her tendency to be so protective

r.ra's getting in the way of her and her husband working

together. She needed to be in charge of her own life so
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she could be a role model for her daughter.

The other issues that came up in therapy were

Cheryl's court appearance as a witness which mom explored

with her in a supportive way so she could share her

worries and fears.

The mother's erorry and upset vras getting in the way

of Cheryl's talking. The therapist asked the parents how

they were going to come together and support each other

so their anxiety and. worry d.íd. not get in the way of what

their daughter needed. The husband was to take his wife

out on a date and each evening take her nind off

problerns. Mom was only to engage in pleasant

conversations with Cheryl. Cheryl was to keep track of

whether they stuck to their agreements.

The twelfth session dealt with the parents'

frustration and anger around Cheryl's recent run.

Friends had informed the family of Cheryl's whereabouts.

Mother was going to get Chery1 as father in his anger had

refused. Michael then approached dad because he felt it

was his job. When he refused Michael aceompanied hg

mother. Cher"¡rl told the fanily she wanted some tine and

qpacer so arrangements were made for her to stay with
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friends.

The father had initiated a discussion about group

home pJ-acement. In the beginning of therapy the parents

had also discussed this possibility. This discussion was

a more rational one, where the parents recognized that

the supervision would probably be Iess, workers did not

necessarily have special training and Cheryl's behavior

could well become worse being exposed to more street wise

kid.s. The parents nad.e an agreement to work together to

parent Cheryl. The therapist noted that it would be

d.if f icult. There woul-d. be more runs which wouId.

chall-enge and test their capabilities as parents. The

other agreements made by the parents were reiterated and

evaluated. The parents were complimented on the

beautiful job they díd the last time Cheryl ran, when

they decided on a plan together and grounded her. The

therapist found it interesting that Cheryl had run not

when grounded but when she had freedom.

Last week's task was reviewed and explained as being

a way for the parents to indicate to Cheryl they could

Iead their own lives. Cheryl was sensitive to the

confusion in the home and needed to be provided with a

united front. The thera_pist recognized that adolescence
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was a difficult time for parents requiring theur to give

direction, be firm and flexible. the question was raised

as to what to do this time. The therapist proposed

tinkering with the task whereby mother would handle day

to day discipline and rules. Father would give her

support at the end of the day and stay out of the

fights. The rationale for this was that teenage girls

need to learn how to grow up and become eromen from their

mothers. It would be important for mom to do this frorn a

firn place without being pushy or overinvolved.

The next session began with an examination of the

task. Mother had been in charge of the day to day

discipline. She had been able to get the support she

needed from her husband and reported an easy week. The

husband had been iistening to her at the end of the day

and giving her a hug. The therapist recommended they

ccntinue with these practices. The focus was then

shifted to the unfinished business of the previous week

Cheryl's run where Michael was put in the postion of

protectinEl mom. This was explored further to get a

clearer picture of what happens in the fanily. Michael

agreed to help his rnoru when his dad refused. He felt it

T{as his dad's job. Father attributed his behavior to his

annoyance and stubborness. He agreed it was his job and
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admitted shirking his duties.

The tasks remained the same for the remaining

sessions. Mother was in charge of disciplinine the

teenagers. Father was not to interfere and support her.

Father did have some difficulty staying out of the

fights between mother and daughter. The therapist

emphasized the importance of supporting each other and

presenting a united front. The family reported no

problems for two weeks. Father attributed this to Cheryl

having more freedom, stayíng in the neighbourhood and

less policing. Mother related feeling less anxious and

not being so controlling. The therapist requested the

parents make a plan for deal-ing with Cheryl's running.

The family was accomodating Cheryl's desire for time e.way

from the fanily by arranging e summer babysitting job

with cousins in another city.

Two weeks l-ater the family was expressing some

anxiety over Cheryl's lyine and attenpted run. The

parents did come together in grounding her and making the

decision to allow her to stay with friends until school

eras over and her job began.
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There were two follow up sessions in August and

October. The mother was sti1l feeling anxious ' even

though there had been no major incidents. In October,

Chery1 was doing well in grade nine.
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CHAPTER IV

EVALUATION

Eval-uation Instruments and Procedures

Two instruments were used to evaluate the

effectiveness of the therapy. These instruments were

developed at the Morrison Centre for Youth and Fa¡nily

Services in Portland, Oregon. The Family Information

Form (F.I.F.) was administered at the end of the first

interview, to aII family members over the age of ten.

The Farnily Feedback form (F.F.F. ) was administered at the

termination of therapy (see APPENDIX II). These two

instruments are based on client reports of

satisfaction/dissatisfaction with various areas of fanily

functioning, such as handling discipline expressing anger

and dealing with sexuality issues. Video and case

presentations provided another format for evaluation.

The Morrison Centre Fanily Concern form was chosen

for use in this practicum because it was easy to adapt

and it had been found to be an effective instrument for

measuring cJ-ients' satisfaction with aspects of their

fanily's functioning and interaction. The form has been
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in use for ten years, although no measures of its

reliability are currently available.

As the design and language of the original form was

easy to understand and administer, only some of the

wording and the name of the agency were changed. The

gradation of five responses utilized by the form allows

the client to indicate feelings that range from very low

to very high satisfaction. The list of concerns is

numerous and comprehensive, so that changes can be

identified in some areas and not in others. The

information gleaned tends to be more specific rather than

inferring a general sense of satisfaction or

dissatisfaction.

The lack of reliability figures have to be weighed

against the form's advantagies and utility. The

appropriateness of this self-report measure to the

purposes of this practicum necessitated its use and as

Bloom and Fischer state, "there is little evidence that

self-reports are any more or less reliable or valid than

many other forms of measurement" (Bloom and Fischer 7982,

p. 16e).
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When considering face and content validity the form

tends to conform with the literature on normal fanily

functioning. The content of the form contains erements

of family functioning which are considered important

indicators of normal fanily functioning, for example

problem solving, communicatíon, ro1es, affective

expression and involvement and behavior contror (Epstein,

Bishop & Baldwin, 1982).

The weaknesses of the instrument include, as

previously mentioned, the laek of data on reliability.
As this instrument is a self-report measure, it is an

obtrusive measure and may be subject to reactivity. what

is rneasured with the form is crient satisfaction with the

fanily functioning not the actual farnily functioning

itself. The therapist has to make inferences from the

ratings to the family's functioning. This is augmented

by observat,ions of the family,s interactions in the

ses s i ons

Evaluation of Outcone

Outcome of the intervention with the families can be

eval-uated aceording to two criteria. Firstr ân increase

in the clientst satisfaction with family functioning as
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indicated in pre and post - intervention scores on the

Family concern form can be considered. Second, clients'

reports of irnprovement in the major areas of concern and

expressed satisfaction with the service they received

were also a criteria.

Of the cases described here all three families

compì-eted both pre and post intervention concern

forms. Of the renaining fanilies all completed the

pre-intervention forms, but few completed the

post-intervention forms. This can be nainly attributed

to client termination for various reasons, such as

moving, illness and no longer feeling a need for the

service.

Results of the three families described here, when

compari-ng pre and post intervention scores indicated

increased satisfaction in some areas and decreased

satisfaction in other areas of family functioning. An

overall increase in satisfaction in other areas of family

functioning. An overall- increase in satisfaction was

noted for every member of every fanily ( see

APPENDIX III).
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More specifi-cal1y, in Family G. all menbers of the

fanily reported satisfaction in relation to item 10

(rnakine sensible rules). There were no areas where all

members reported a decrease in satisfaction. On some

items an individual reported increased satisfaction while

others reported a decrease or no change.

In Family P. aII fanily members reported an increase

in satisfaction in relation to item 16 (deciding'

agreeing upon discipline) iten 20 (rnaking family

decisions) and item 723 (feeling good about our family).

There were no areas where all menbers reported a decrease

in satisfaction. Frequently, in the reports of this

fanily's satisfaction three members indicated an increase

in satisfaction ( on a total of fifteen items ) while one

person would indicate no change (on nine items) or a

slight decrease (on five itens). Data was missing on one

of the items, where three menbers were in agreement.

In Fanily D. where only one individual was of age to

complete the measuresr â significant increase in

satisfaction (+3) was indicated in three areas of

functioning including item 12 ( taking on

responsibilities) itern L4 (use of self-control) and item

17 (being consistent with discipline). On several iteuls
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the crient indicated a sl-ight decrease in satisfaction
(-1). This change usually occurred in a shift from the
category of "very satisfied" to "satisfied".

In all families, areas of increased satisfaction
included items which Í.rere the focus of intervention and.

items which were not. Sinilarl_y, where a decrease in
satisfaction was indicated this included items which were

the focus of intervention and items which were not. rn

some instances, it was revealed that individual decreases

in satísfaction were the result of intervention

activities which stimulated awareness of existing

weaknesges in the family system. Decreased satisfaction
was¡ also reported because of the client's altered. view of
what was realistic for the farnily. fn both these

situations, decreases in satisfaction were seen as¡

progress, In addition, some decreases in individual

satisfaction resurted when the family was assisted to
changie a dysfunctional pattern which had previousJ-y

served one member. For example, in Fanily G. a change

r.ras needed in the family,s decision naking processes

item 20 and this resulted in the increased satisfaction

of one member at the expense of another who had benefited.

from the original systen.
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OveraII, the resul-ts from the FamiIy Concern forms

r.¡ere positive. The changes were not always of a large

nature, but generally satisfaction with fanily

functioning did increase. The case study design of the

intervention (i.e., the lack of standardized treatment

techniques due to the widely varying presenting problens

of families and the lack of a control group) do not

permit firm conclusions to be drawn regarding the cause

( s ) of change in farnily functioning. Several factors may

have contributed to the reported changes' including:

reactivity of the instrument itself (because as a

self-report it is an obtrusive measure), history and

naturation.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

As cited in the Introduction, the purpose of this

practicum was to develop clinical skiIl in fanily therapy

as well as an understanding of applicable theory which

included; ecological, structural, strategic and family

life cycle.

Through examination of these various theories and

their application in my clinical practice I was able to

develop an understanding of the family system, its

structure and function as well as the influence of

outside systems such as the public school system, legal

system and the welfare system. The development of a

conceptual framework to guide onets work would seem to be

essential to the conpetent professional. Additional

valuable information woul-d be an awareness of ethnic

group and class so that differing expectati-ons are taken

into account by the therapist.
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Two of the case examples appearing in this report are

post-divorce fanily systems. Golds¡nith (1982) views the

post-divorce fanily from a systems perspective,

recognizing that its structure has changed, with the

parents ending their spousal relationship but continuing

to some extent their parental relationship. Members of

the post-divorced family system are the same and continue

to be interdependent. Both post-divorce families cited

here, had as a presenting problem the childts symptomatic

behaviour which served to keep the non-custodial parent

involved.

In one case, Family G, the mother had remarried

adding a new member to the original post-divorce family.

This forming of a new step-fanily did not result in the

dissolution of the original post-divorce fanily, rat,her

there was a continuation of the unresolved problems of

the original family members into the new step-fanily.

Recogni zíng, these factors, a fanily session involving all

family members ( original family, step-fanily and

grandparents) was convened emphasizíng the importance of

communication between the co-parents and that they work

together.
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However, in Family D this recognition of

communication between former spouses related to

co-parenting was not followed up in a session with both

parents present. I realize this did not occur because of

fatherts resistance and ny resistance as a therapist.

The development of a strong conceptual base was an

integral part of my practicum experience. Other aspects

of my practicum experience to be discussed here relate to

my acquisition of clinical ski11s.

The fanily therapy program at Children'g Home of

I{innipeg was just in its beginning stages in September,

1983. The identified goal of t,he program was to assist

those fanilies experiencing difficulty in parenting.

There was also a commitnent to providing training

opportunities for other social service professionals.

Through my tinely involvement with the agency I was able

to join the group lead by Shar Reid. Selected readings

subjected to group discussion furthered my understanding

of theoretical concepts. The use of videotapes, role

plays and vignettes provided a means for the application

of intervention strategies. The supportive peer group

provided a safe forum to experiment with new modes of
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behaviour and acquire directive skilIs. Through my

participation in the group with Shar Reid I was

introduced to the use of a "structural/strategic family

systems model which offers clinicians the opportunity to

intervene therapeutically in client systems in active,

instrumental and nonstereotypic ways". (Caust, Libow and

Raskin, 1981, p. 440).

The model of supervision and training within the

family therapy department at Children's Home of Winnipeg

was Iive or videotaped supervision. Live supervisíon was

a challenge and certainly stretched u¡y capacity to take

risks and make decisions on my feet. The supervision I

receíved during my practicum came from Shar Reid and

Vicki Harrison, family therapists at Childrents Home of

Winnipeg and my advisor, Kathryn McCanneII. I feel

fortunate to have had the opportunity to work with these

competent professional women. Through their shared

experience and support my acquisition of family therapy

skills was indeed positive.
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1.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

ADDRESS (including directions and area of city):

CHILDREN

PHONE: Mother

Father

OTHER SIGNIFTCANT PER.!pìE:

I.
,,

3.

FA},ÍILY ÏTERAPY F;CE SHEET

D.O.B. scHool

(Residence)

(Residence)

GRÁDE

(Wor k)

(work)

NAME RELATIONSHTP

Hother

Father

},fARITAL
SlATIJS EDUC. INCO}ÍE

s ltrlsEP I
Drv/c .L. lW D.0.8.

L-8/8-lZlvoc CERT/

BACH/POST GRAD.

5A/ IU-r)/ t)-¿vl
20-25 125-30/ 3ùr



a. .i : EffiNIC/R.ACIAL BASKGROI'I'¡D, IF RELEVAIÍT:

DATE AND SOURCE OF REFERRAL:

DATE CONTACT INITIATED:

OTHER AGENCIES/PROFESSIONALS INI'O],VED:

1.

2.

3.



CHILDREN'S HOME OF WINNIPEG

FAMILY THER.APY DEPARI}ÍEMT

INITIAL ASSESSMENT FOR}IAT-

DATE:

REFERRAL SOURCE:

FÀYILY THERAPIST:

PEOPLE PRESENT:

PRESENTING PROBLEH:

STRUCTURAL ASSESS}ENÎ:

TIYPOTHESIS/ac ceutP c co

E"ke se"se of sYmPcom

íor rhe funccion ic
serves in each meober
of the faoily.

THERAPEUTIC GOALS:

PLAN:



CHILDREN'S HOME OF IJINNIPEG

FA"YILY THER.APY DEPARTMENT

ONGOING FORIIAT: Brief progress noces r¿hich crould include an updaEe on how che

- 

- sÈruccural/dysfunccional paccern is changing.

TERMINATION:
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(llri I rl ':; l{.¡ntr' l'¿ntiJ.y ti¿rtu,'

Ft¡r:r ljl I lutl 0ut llv
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ñ:¡Ìur:¡l Hoclrcr E : Scep-notlrer E i Þbster Mocl¡er D l.tvc-- l.n llt rl f ricnd El ¡
Ado¡rtivc lfotl¡crE ' Otl¡cr q ; ¡:() Currcr¡.È l'esu¡te l'¿re¡rr tJ .

fa-m1-!Jf-ist-r¡¡¡ ,-7--Z- -7''--)ii

Ät tr,.Erptcd suicldc l¡ef or..

Ht'nta I 1l l¡les-s ln thc farnl 1y

Hlstory of drug or alcol¡ol

HtSt¡a., af pr¡f-.ì.9Í!-ç sí-¡l¡ ¡h¡ la5'

7 . ¡.ong, Eerto physical f llncss or

8. Scpirrated f rom parenÈs as ¿

chlld

l. Uduc¡¡tl¡:tr level (lndic;¡re last
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Pregnancy: Norual_; Coopll.caÈ1ona_;. Bfrth Welghr.
Dellvery; Nor¡oal ; ConpllcaÈlons_; preuatur€ 

o

Descrlbe aay dffflculÈ1es as a newborn oE snall chlld:

Naue of chÍldts doctor

Llat any cu:trent aedlcal or health problero or physÍeal couplalat your chgd has:

IJat aay regular uedicatlog your chlld takes and the reason lt ls taken:

Deecrl'be any rnJurles or surgerfes that your chfld has had:

Is any ueaber of your 1¡ooedlate f:n{ty curre!.tly recefving counselÍng elsewhere?

IJho? Iû¡ere?

Pleaee 11.sc three of your chlldts lnterests:

1.'
.t.

3.

Pleaae llst three Èhfngs you especlally like about your child:
1.

)

5.

Please rlst three ways you would lfke your chflit or your f¡r¡{ty t,o change:

1.

¿.

3.

Is there any other lnforuatLon that uay enable us to be uore helpful to you
"'d your f¡n{ly? Please cousfder such areas as f¡n{ty backgrounå, ltt. eÈyle,reuglous bellefs, eoplo¡ment, behavloral or pþslcal lnfo¡uatlon. uee theback of Èh1e forÌ.

1/8!.
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Name of Chlld
FÄ¡flLI INFOn}I^'I.ION FOBH*

DaÈe Code

Your Name Theraplst

Clrcle your posltfon ln che fa.uily: }íOTHER FATHER DAUGHTER SON

The folloïing'questlons are deslgned to assf.st our staff fn evaluaÈfoo of
the sen¡Lèes we provlde f-{lles at Chlldren's Hooe. Thls foro fs focused
on your fanlly as a r¡hole. Please circle the answer whlch besÈ shows your
feellng abouÈ each questlon.

How uuch do you expecÈ your work here ac Children's Hooe rrtll help
¡rlth ¡he problens you uanc.to change? The problens nlghc becom'

MUCH I.JORSE I.¡ORSE NO CHANGE BETTER MUC¡I BETTER

l.

Èo

IN

)

3.

How easy was E,he therapist
VERY H.A.RD }IARD

talk wlth?

BETI{EEN EASY

IN BETI{EEN

a.Eount of time

IN BETWEEN

VERY EASY

g6nn{ ¡69¡¡ can you ¡oake to
lrith Ehe work of therapy at hooe?

MUCH TOÎAL
CO}f}fII}ÍENT COMI,ÍIT}ÍENT

VERY
SATISFIED SATISFIED

fanily members spend

VERY

SATISFIED SATISFIED

AE Èhls pofnÈ 1n your
aËtending sessions and

NO SOME

COM}TIT}fE}¡T COM}ÍIT}ÍENT

4. If you are a
your naÈe, or
hor¿ satisfied
relatlonshlp?

\TERY

DISSATISFIED DISSATISFIED

5. Hor¡ satisfied are you rlÈh Èhe
Èoge cher?

VERY

DISSATISFIED DISSAÎISFIED

llfe, how much of a
following ghrough

IN BETWEEN

parent, how satlsfied are you urith your rela¿ionship with
rr1th being a single adult? If you are a soo or daughcer,
do you Èhtnk your Parent or ParenÈs are w1t,h thelr

6.

7.

If you are a parenÈ, how well do you get along with your children? If
you are a child or Èeenager, how well do you geE along ettÈh your Parent?
VERY POORLY POORLY IN BETI{EEN T.JELL VERY I{ELL

If you are a parent, horr r¡ell do your chlldren
If you are a child or teenager, hcnt well do you
brothers and sisters (lf you have any)?

VERY POORLY POORLY IN BETT{EEN

get along wlth each other?
gec along wfÈh your

WELL \TERY Í{ELL

9.

8. If you are a
1s dofng ln
are g wlth

VERY
DISSATISFIED

* DeveJ.oped at the Horrfsou CenÈer
Oregon, 3355 S.E. Potrell Blvd.

:-

parenE, ho¡¡ satLsfied are you lJ.tth hcrr your chlld(ren)
school? If you are a chtld or teenager' how satlsfled
how you are dolng Ln school?

DISSAÎISFIED IN BETT{EEN

VERY

SATISFIED SATISFIED

If you are a parenÈ, bo¡¡ satlsffed are you rrlÈh your (or your oat,e's) Job?

VERY VERY

DISSATISFIED DISSAÎISFIED IN BEIIJEEN SAÎISFIED SATISFIED

for Youth and Faully Servfces, Portland,



Below 1s a llst sf f¡n{ty
1s doing now ln each area.
about each area.

concent¡r. fndfeate hon saÈlsfled
PuË a check (x) ln the box (1-5)

you sre wlth how your f¡r'r{ly
that ghor¡r¡ your feellng

Very Dls-
aatlsfled

Dls-
rlsfled

Very
atfsfted hatlsfied

1. Showlng good feellngs (JoY' haP-
Lnese. pleasure, eÈc.

. Sharlng feellngs lÍke anger,
I rt. eÈc.

3. Sharlng problens wLtJr the
fasrll

. Llstening and understandlng

Belng paÈfent or cal¡¡ rrlÈh

. Showlng care ard concern

Belng pcsltive, saying
about others

8. Knowing what behavlor Èo ëcpecÈ
aÈ different a
Deal!.ng r¡1th sratters concera{ng
Ê

. Heklng eensLble rules

11. BeLng able to dlscuss ¡rhat 1s

L2. Taklng on responsibllltles

ur. Eaeouraglng others to take on
Lblltties

. Use of self-control

. Proper use of alcohol, drugs

16. Ðecldlug' ägr¿e1üg uPc'¡r
dlsclu1l

L7. Belng consfstenÈ $lth dls-
clolfne

18. Partlcfpatlon 1n fanlly fur
end recreetlon

19. l{aklng

tíalclng fam{ ly decl.slons

2L. Seeklng helP for f¡n{ prob
frogl frlends. relatf

22. Ab11lty to provfde help
neL relatives

23. FeelLng good about our

the lasÈ ratlns for
Feell.ng good about24.

to



FÄ}ÍILT FEI'BÀCÍ' POET{

Nane of Chlld Date

Your Name Theraplst

Circle your posltl.on in the fæfly: FATEER MOTHER SON DAUGETER

The follonrfng questlona are deslgned to esElst our etaff fn evaluatlng
the eervl-ces lre provlde fa¡olltee et Chtldrents Eo¡ne. Ttrfs forÎ[ Le focueed
on your f¡n{ty as a unÍE. CÍrcle the statenent that eholrs your feellng.

l. IIoçr much change have you
on at Childrenr s llo¡ne?

MUCTT MORE OF HORE OF A

notlced ln Èhe problem areaa that you ¡rorked

A PROBLEM PROBLEM

NO SCÈ1E MUCH

I}TPROVEHENT IHPROVE}IENT I}IPROVE}TENT

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

If you noticed Luproveoent, horr uuch would you guess
services you recefved at Childrente Eoue (ae oppoeed
frLends, church, physlclan, eelf-help, etc.).

VERY LESS THAN
LITTLE HALF

If lnprovetrents occtrrred fn
Eone, how confldenË are you

VERY NOT
DOI]BTFUL CONFIDENT

Eor¡ satlsfied were you
eervlces?

}IUCII FEI{ER FEIIER

A3OUT MORE

IIALF TEAN HALF

your f*n{ly sLnce you
that they w.lll last?
NOT FAIRLY
SURE CONFIDENT

was due to the
to help frou

Ar.r,r0sr
ALL

came to Chlldrente

VERY
CONTIDENT

Eor¡ saÈLsfled have you been with your therapfst?
VERY FAIRLY NOl FAIRLY

DISSATISFIED DISSATISFIED SURE SATISFIED

wlth the nu¡ber of seestons

HORE

you rlÈh your
If you are a

or parentg are

FAIRLY
SATISFIED

VERY

SATISFIED

ln your therapy

¡!ucr' lfoRE

relatfonehlp wlth
son or daughÈer,
Ìrlth Èhelr

VERY
SATISFIED

TEE SAUE

If you are a parent, holl eatl,efled are
your nqte or lrlth belng a slngle adult?
horr satlsfted do you thlnk yout parent
relaÈlonship?

VERY FAIRLY NOT

DISSATISFIED DISSATISFIED SURE

Hor¡ eatisfled are you w'lth the
slÈh each other?

VERY FAIRLY
DISSATISFIED DISSATISFIED

ttne fæIly nenbere spendamount of

NOT

SURE
FAIRLY

SATISFIED
VERY

SATISFIED

tr- Developed at the Horrfe\on Center for Touth
Oregon, 3355 S.E. Po¡rell Blvd.

ana råFtty Servfcee, Portland,



.8. If you ere a perent, ho¡r well do you get along lrith your chlldren? If
you are a chlld or teenager, how ç¡ell do you get along with your parente?
ITERY POORLY POORLY ABOUT AVERÀGE T{ELL VERY Ì{ELL

9. If ]ou are a ParenÈ, ho¡¿ well do your chlldren get along wlth each other?
rf you are a chlld or teenager, how ¡rell do you get along wlth your
brothers and sLstere?
VERY POORLT POORLY ASOUT A\¡ERAGE I{ELL VERY WELL

10. If you are a parent, ho¡¡'eatl.sffed are you wiEh how your chlld(ren) ie
dolng ln school? rf you are chfld or teenager, hon BaÈisfied are g
erlÈh hoer you are dolng Ln echool?

VERY FAIRLY NOl FAIRLY VERY
DISSAÎISFIED DISSATISFIED SUR.E SATISFIED SAÎISFIED

ll. Wtrat fs the nain reason your fanlly sÈopped cooing to Chlldrente Eone
for therapy?

12. I{ould you recomtrend Chlldrenre Home to other fn'nflÍee lf they had
problerus einllar to those which brought you Èo Chlldrente Eone?

YES HAYBE NO

13. Plax an X ou one of the blanks belo¡:
rf difftcult probleng rrere to occur or reoccur wfÈhLn your fqn{ly,
irould you:

l. _ Recontact, Chlldrenre llome

2. _ Contact enother uental health agency

3. _ Deal with the probleu youreelvee
4. _ Give up or iry to lgnore the problen
5. _ Orher (Explalu)



Below 1s a lLst sf fem{tY
1s dolng not¡ 1n each area.
about each area.

concerns. Indicate hotr eatlsfied you ere wfth hour

Put e check (x) 1o the box (1-5) that ehcn¡s your
your f¡n{ly
feellng

¡ Very Dls- ¡ Dls- I In I I VerY
6atlsf tlsfled I betgreen lsatis

1. Showing good feelfngs (JoY' haP-
lnesg. pleasuret eÈc.

. Sharlng feellngs anger,
eadness rt. eÈc.

. Sharlng problerns wLth tbe
f asrtl
f,tsten:.ng and understandlng

Befng paÈlent
others

, Showlng care a:rd concern

. netng pcsltive, saYlng
tht about others

. KnowLng r¡hat behavLor Èo ë(pecË
at diff

9. r¡1th natters conceralng
6ex

10. t'talcLng seneible rules

11. nefng able Èo discuss what
rl.qht and
Takl.ng on resPonsibflltles

Encouraglng others to take on
re9 1ftLes
Use self-coatrol

. Prope! use of alcohol, drugs

. Decldl^¡g, ag-.'eelag -+cn
dlsclpllne

. Setng consistenË with 9-
cl

fg. PartfclpaÈ1on 1n fantlY fnn
and recreaÈLon

19. lndlvldual

ZO. ¡iat¿ng fem{lY declsl'o¡rs

21. Seeklng helP for f'-rlY P

frosr frlends Èl.ves
ZZ. eUffity to provt'de helP to f

nelehbors, relatLvegr-qhgIgh
23. feellnã good abouÈ su¡ f¡'îltY

Hake the
24. feeHng good about, urYself

or cal¡l r¡'lth

Ls



APPENDIX III



An Explanation of the Reporting

of Differences in the Pre and Post

Intervention Scores on the Fanily Concern Form.

fn the following tables r ân increase or decrease in
satisfaction is represented by a plus (+) or minus (-)
sign in front of the number of response categories the
item changed over the course of intervention. As there
were five possible categories of response on the Family
Concern form. The maximum change that was possible on
any given item was plus or minus 4 (i.e., from very
dissatisfied to very satisfied).

When no change occurred in an iten it is indicated by
the notation rrNC'. The notation '- " indicates missing
data or iterns that were not applicable to a fanily
member.



Below 1s,a Llst of fau,{ly concerns. Indicate holr s-atlsfled you are ¡rl.th hon your'fantly
1s dolng ncr¡ ln each area. PuÈ a check (x) in the box that ihows your feettai abouc
each area

8.

J-. Shoulng good Teellngs (Joy, hap-
NESS leagure. etc.

KnowÍng wliåt behavLor to
e:ipecr' aù.ilf ff erent ages

2. Sharlng feellngs 1lke anger,

3. Sharlng problens rrlth the f¡n{ly
4. LlstenLng and understandfug

5. Belng paÈ1ent, or calm v¡1th
others

. Sboring 93:",:"d concern

7. Delne poslÈ1ve.- savLns nlce
thlnf,s'abor¡Ë, oÉhers

9. DealÍng wfth EaÈÈers concernfng
sex.
lfaklng senslble rules

. Belng able to dlscr:ss r¡hat ls

. Encouraglng.others to take or¡

Proper use. of alcohol, drugs

6. Decldlng, agreelng upon
dlsclollne

/. Betng c. ,rsístenc r¡f¿h dis-
ciplLne

. Partlclpation Í¡ f nrn{ ty f¡¡¡
and rècreatli

1. MákJ.og còntact r.r'J.th f rlends,
relatlves. church, etc.

. Feellng good abouÈ our fanlly

ke the last raÈ



DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRE - AND - POST - INTERVENTION SCORES ON THE
FAMILY D

ME}TBER 1 . PARENT

1. Showlng good feellngs (Joy, hap-
lnese. pleasure. ecc.)

2. Sharing feellngs lfke anger,
aadness, hurt. .etc.

3. Sharing problems witå tbe
fasr.{l

4. Llscenlng and underscand!.ng

Betng pacLent or cal¡o rrllh
others

ó, Shosing care ¡-d concerr

Belng poelÈ1ve, saylng nlce
thfnes about others
Kncnri.ng shaE behavlor Èo Ðçpect
at dlfferenÈ ases

9. Deallng w1Èh E'atÈer!¡ concenlng
ae:(

10. Haldng eenslble rules

'11. Belng able to dlscuss ïhat 1e
rlehÈ and wron

12. Taklug on respons1bll1r1es

13. Eacouragfng others Èo take on
resDonsl-b111t1es

14. Use -cotrÈr01

15. Proper uae of a1cohol, drugs

16. Decl.dlag, agreelng upon
dlscl ¡l1ne

17. Belng conslstent w1Èh dls-
clo11

18. Partlclpacíon ln f¡nrly ¡-.
a¡rd rec=eatlon

1,9. llakl¡rg i.ndlvj.dual Jeclsj.ong
-1

tíaldng ly declslons

21. Seeklng help fo¡ f¡nrly problenc
frc.sr frLends. relaÈ1ves

22. Abl11ty to prov!.de help to f
nel relatives. church etc.

23. Feellng good about s¡¡¡ f¡rn{ ty

Hake the laaÈ ratl.ne for
24. FeeLLng good abouÊ Dryself

FA}fILY CONCERN FORM

5.

-l



DIFFERENCES BETI^TEEN PRE - AND POST - INTERVENTION
FAMILY G

Family
Menber I
Parent

l. Showlng good feeltngã (j"y, haP-
fnesa. rleas etc.

SCORES

Family
Member
child

ON THE FAMILY CONCERN FORM

Family
Member 3
chi 1d

Sharfng feelfng's ltke anger,
aadnees, hu-rt. etc.
Sharl.ng lems wlth thã
fasrf
Llstenlng and undersÈãndftrg

5. BeÍng pattent or cal¡r rdEh
o

6. Sho¡ling care oed concern

, Belng poeit1ve, say ng nfce
thl.n thers

8.

9.

Knonfng what r to expecÈ
dlfferent

¡¡1th ¡naÈtera concerafng
6ex

. Halcfng eensl.ble rules

Being able to df¡cuse ¡rhàt 1e
rlsht It

. lakÍng on responafbflltlea

13. Encouragl.ng others Èo tske on
fbflr

. Use of aelf-co¡Èrol

. Proper uae alcohol, drugs

, agreefng upon
fne

. Befng consletent wlÈtl

. Partlcipat 1n
! ¡;eere¿Llon

lvidual

20. liaktng fesr{ fy decfelor¡a

2L. Seeklng help for fnn{ly probleue
f fríends chur

22. Abtllty to provlde help ro f
nei atl.veg etc.

23. FeeILng good about our f¡n{fy

Èra elf:
Feellng good about nyaelf



DIFFERENCES BETI,üEEN PRE

1. Shor¡1ng good feellngs (Joy,
plnese. pleasure. etc.)

aadness, hurt, etc.
rlng feellngs llke anger,

Sharfng problems r¡lth Èhe
faqr{

- AND - POST - INTERVENTTON SCORES
FAI"IILY P.
FaPilY FaroilY
Menber 1 Member 2

Lfetenlng and understandfag

5. Belng paÈlenÈ or ca1¡r rrlÈh
others

. Showlng care

. Belng poslÈ1ve, aayfng nfce
thLnes about others

. Knowf.ug what behavlor to oçecÈ

haP-

at dffferent
. DealJ.ng w1Èh naEters concernlng

10. I'falc{ng eenslble rules

11. Being able to dlscusg whac iã

conceni¡.

rl.sht
. Taklng o¡r responalbllltlee

tjl. EucouragLng otherg Èo Èake

Parent

ON THE FAMILY

Fauily
Merober 3
child

. Use of

15. Proper uae

16. Decldlng, agreeLng upon
dleclpline

CONCERN FORM

Family
Menber 4
child

. Belng consistent wlth d1s-

control

. Partlcfpatlon 1n fanfly fur
c

of alcohol,

20. tiaking fnn{ly decleÍoua

21. Seeklng hclp fo¡ fan{fy problens

22. Abfllty to provlde help to frl
frosr frlends. relatfves

. Feellng good abouÈ our fqn{ly

24. Feellng good about
Èhe laet

ves. chureh.e

nyaelf


